
Go USA! Ten investment trusts for value and growth

29 March 2021

North America is a new standout theme for this month's
Alpha Investment Trust report, while UK small-caps also
continue to feature prominently.

This report casts an eye over the trusts that make up the 10-stock portfolio selected by my
value and momentum ranked investment trust screen. These stocks fit with specific rules
(below) that ensure a degree of diversity in the selection of trusts but still give scope for distinct
investment themes to emerge. And while this screen, like almost all screens run by the Investors
Chronicle, is considered a source of ideas for further research rather than an off-the-shelf
portfolio, the back test of the 10-trust rules over the last 17 years suggest they do considerably
enhance the performance of the screen.

Highlights this month:

● February’s trust picks registered a small outperformance of the FTSE
All-Share index and a more sizeable outperformance of the MSCI World
index. All six portfolios since the first Alpha Investment Trust report last July
are outperforming.

● North American value-focused trusts have emerged as a big theme as the
growth zeitgeist of recent years slips out of favour.

● UK Small Cap trusts are a popular pick again for a third Alpha report in a row.
The theme has made strong returns over recent months.

Analyst:

Algy Hall
algy.hall@ft.com
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Outperformance continues in a turbulent March

It’s been a turbulent month since the last Alpha report but the 10 trust picks
from February managed to avoid the worst of the carnage. Overall the trust
picks produced some modest outperformance of the FTSE All-Share index and
usefully beat the MSCI World index. The general volatility of the market means
readers are highly encouraged to check the price of the trusts mentioned in this
report once it is published as in some cases they could vary significantly from
prices at the time of writing (all performance data used to monitor the
portfolios relates to prices at close of play on publication day).

All six of the ten-stock portfolios assembled since launching the Alpha
investment trust reports last July show solid outperformance of both the FTSE
All Share and MSCI World indices. It is of note that the two portfolios that gave
up some of their gains over the last month were those that featured in the first
two Alpha reports, from July and September 2020. These portfolios latched on
to the “growth” zeitgeist of the time. Since then we’ve seen a general drift in the
portfolios’ selections towards trusts with more “value” orientated strategies.
This means more recent portfolios seem to be benefiting from the market’s
rotation from “growth” stocks to “value” stocks.

The fact that the portfolios have adapted so neatly to this change in trend can
be attributed to the fact that the process used to select Alpha trusts focuses in
part on momentum (backing recent winners). While this may have worked well
recently, it’s worth bearing in mind that momentum investing sometimes leads
to nasty whipsaws (big winners suddenly turn into big losers). The Alpha trust
selections should not be seen to be immune to such dangers. Still, performance
so far is good, as summaried in the tables below.

At the end of this report readers can find a more detailed breakdown of the
trusts that made up each of these monthly portfolios and their performances.

PERFORMANCE TO DATE

Report date: 20-Jul-20 Report date:11-Sep-20

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 34.70% Alpha ITs 27.90%

MSCI World 11.60% MSCI World 9.80%

FTSE All Share 13.00% FTSE All Share 15.30%

Report date:19-Oct-20 Report date:16-Nov-20

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 21.90% Alpha ITs 13.30%

MSCI World 9.20% MSCI World 4.40%
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FTSE All Share 17.00% FTSE All Share 6.80%

Report date: 25-Jan-21 Report date: 22-Feb-21

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 8.60% Alpha ITs 3.50%

MSCI World -4.10% MSCI World -6.10%

FTSE All Share 2.70% FTSE All Share 2.30%

While the Alpha reports’ 10 trust portfolios since launch have so far all done
well, the screening process used to identify promising ideas can produce poor
results, too. And the reports are intended to provide ideas rather than
off-the-shelf portfolios. But while the process is not infallible, over the long term
it has proved itself to be valuable.

The returns from the Alpha investment trust strategy, based on annual
reshuffles starting from  mid-2004, points to it generating worthwhile ideas
with some regularity. Over that period the cumulative total return stands at 817
percent compared with 427 per cent from the MSCI World Index and 213 per
cent from the FTSE All Share. If I factor in a notional 1.5 per cent annual charge
to represent dealing costs, the total return drops to 609 per cent.

Screening rules
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The central idea behind the Alpha strategy is to look for trusts displaying an
advantageous mix of value and momentum.

To fairly compare investment trusts with different remits and capital structures,
the screen assesses trusts’ value relative to their one-year average
premium/discount. This is done using a standardised measure called the Z-score
(the number of “standard deviations” the premium/discount is from the mean
average). A Z-score can be considered to be pretty cheap at when it gets below
-1 (the bottom 16 per cent of the range) and extremely cheap at or below -2 (the
bottom 2.5 per cent).

Three-month share price momentum is used as an indicator of sentiment
towards trusts and their recent investment success.

The tables at the end of this report show the top 25 investment trusts based on
a combined ranking of Z-score and momentum. The 10 stock portfolio, which is
what this report focuses on, represents the highest ranking trusts that meet the
following portfolio rules:

● Market capitalisation must be more than £100m.
● No tracker or hedge funds.
● No more than half the portfolio (five out of 10 shares) should have

“niche” themes, and no more than two trusts should have the same niche.
Trusts defined as niche are those focused on non-mainstream asset
classes or sub-sectors, such as private equity, debt, technology and
biotechnology; and those focused on single countries (excluding the UK
and US) or high-risk economic regions such as emerging markets. I also
regard trusts targeting smaller Asian companies as niche, but not
generalist Asian equity  trusts.

● No more than half the portfolio (five out of 10 shares) should be
mainstream trusts of the same type. This rule does not apply to global
funds, but it does to other mainstream themes such as trusts investing in
the UK (large and small companies), Europe, the US or Asia.

● All trusts must trade at a discount to NAV.
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Go USA!

The big theme emerging from this month's report is North America. UK small
caps also feature strongly again for the third report in a row. The comments
from last month’s report about the UK theme still apply and can be read via this
link.

Given how important the US market is in global indices, North America is
surprisingly under-represented by investment trusts. Indeed, totalling only
eight, the number of North American trusts on offer is equal to the number
targeting UK residential property - a rather more niche area.

The other noteworthy feature about North American investment trusts is that
they tend to have a “value” bent, with only the Baillie Gifford US Growth (USA)
trust able to describe itself as an out-and-out growth investor.

For over a decade, value investors have done poorly in the US compared with
their growth-focused counterparts. However, recently all that has changed, and
the four North American trusts highlighted by this month’s Alpha report should
be seen in that context.

Indeed, while there has been much talk about sharp falls by US stocks over the
last month, not everyone is suffering.

The accompanying graph (see below) tells the story. It tracks the total return
from the S&P 500 as well as the Growth and Value versions of the index. The
divergence in performance between growth and value since mid-February has
been quite striking with the S&P 500 Value index striding higher whilst the
Growth index has taken some savage beat downs.
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A popular explanation for what is happening is that the market is responding to
expectations of higher inflation, which has been reflected in a sharp increase in
the ten-year treasury yield. That said, yields are only back to where they were
before the pandemic and the market may be getting ahead of itself in its
excitement about the inflation narrative.

What’s more, it is open to question how justified the argument is that rising
inflation expectations and interest rates should cause value to outperform
against growth. The popular reasoning used to justify this is that the price paid
for growth stocks is based on expected earnings far off in the future. Higher
inflation and interest rates simply make earnings in the future less valuable in
the present day. Prices of growth stocks therefore need to fall to adjust for this.
By contrast, value stocks are not expected to grow earnings very much, so their
valuations are rooted in the here-and-now. That means they should be less
sensitive to inflation expectations.

However, a recent paper from highly-respected investment firm GMO breaks
down how value achieves its returns and points to another factor at work. One
of the key ways value investors make money is from value shares re-rating until
they are no longer classified as “value”. It’s a kind of churn effect. Growth stocks
experience a negative impact from this dynamic as some expensive stocks
disappoint and become cheap.

When the valuation gap between value and growth stocks changes, so too do
returns from this churn. In theory, this should happen to an extent that largely
neutralises the overall advantage/disadvantage to growth and value stocks from
changing interest rates and inflation expectations.
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GMO does find a weak, long-term, positive relationship between rising interest
rates and the performance of value stocks. This could chiefly be down to the
fact that many value stocks are cyclical (sensitive to general economic
conditions) and interest rates tend to rise when economic prospects are looking
up. What’s more, financial companies, which tend to be a large component of
value indices, tend to benefit from higher interest rates.

The most important takeaway from GMO’s observations is probably not that
the recent divergence between growth and value stocks over the last month is
unjustified. Rather, there was an unjustified large divergence in the
performance of growth and value stocks in the 14 years prior to 2021 when
value massively underperformed and the valuation gap with growth stocks blew
out to  historic levels based on several measures.

GMO is certainly of the opinion there is more outperformance to come from
“value” saying, “Given the wide discount at which value stocks are currently trading
globally, we expect value to continue to outperform the market over the next few
years, but that belief neither assumes nor requires any particular moves in interest
rates.”

Indeed, the roll-out of vaccines, posting of stimulus cheques by President Biden,
and the easing of lockdown should all play to the cause of value investors. This
month’s Alpha report certainly has some skin in that particular game.

So without further ado, let’s get down to business and find out about the trusts
the report has highlighted this month.
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Rights & Issues (RIII)
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY

Rights & Issues RIII £168m 2,230p 1.5%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1.4 -10.2% -5.4% 7.9% -12.5%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

-1.3% 4.5% 23.9% 30.5% 12.7% 105.2%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Treatt 18

Hill&Smith 11

Scapa 10

Macfarlane 8.5

Spirax-Sarco

Eng. 7.9

VP 7.7

Electrocompon

ents 6.5

Colefax 6.0

Eleco 2.4

Renold 2.4

Total 80

source: Winterflood Securities/Trust 28 Jan

Since writing about Rights & Issue last month, the trust has published a podcast

presentation which gives a good flavour of the managers’ thinking in regard to

the trust’s top holdings. At about 8 minutes, it’s worth a listen for anyone

interested in the trust. That aside, not much has changed regarding the

investment case. This is what I wrote last month:
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“Rights & Issues investment trust (RIII) is one of those hidden gems that can
sometimes be unearthed in the investment trust sector. Under long-term manager
Simon Knott, who took over the trust’s reins from his dad in 1984 and is also an
international chess master, the trust has grown NAV by 8,127 per cent (from 29p to
2,386p). That’s quite a testament to the power of compounding.

Part of the long-term success comes down to the fact that management costs are kept
very low at about 0.5 per cent. A buy-and-hold philosophy also keeps a lid on dealing
costs. Part of the frugality that keeps charges down involves spending the bare
minimum on marketing. This is a key reason the trust is relatively obscure. The
less-welcome side of obscurity for would-be investors is that the trust’s shares are
hard to buy and sell. Investments of any size need to be built slowly and the spread
between the buying and selling price of the shares can get very wide - buyer beware!
The £100m market cap limit required by the Alpha screening process is meant to
minimise risks relating to “liquidity”, but it is not always sufficient.

Performance over recent years at RIII has been less impressive than the long-term
record, although the trust’s shares have had a knockout month with a tightening of
the discount and NAV fillip resulting in a 12 per cent share price gain.

The trust’s portfolio is highly concentrated with a very pronounced focus on quality
industrials, engineers and chemical companies. Indeed, the portfolio is so
concentrated that much of the credit for the trust’s performance surge last month can
be attributed to one holding, which at the end of last year accounted for nearly a fifth
of the portfolio: flavouring company Treatt. Treatt gained nearly a quarter in value
after announcing very strong full-year results in late January.

The international nature of many of the trust’s top holdings means it is less of a play
on a UK recovery than one may first assume. What’s more, the recent strengthening
of sterling could be an issue for  some of the investments. However, the portfolio has
already begun to benefit from the recent flurry of takeover activity in the UK. Earlier
this year, top ten holding Scapa received a knock out bid from a US company.

The trust’s board has recently reviewed the trust’s investment policies. It concluded
the portfolio is too concentrated and that Knott should do something about this with
a view to improving performance. Importantly though, the basis of his investment
approach will not change.

The existence of a board is an excellent feature of investment trusts. This can be
hugely beneficial when these experienced directors work constructively with a trust’s
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fund manager. There are grounds to hope this will prove the case with the intervention
on portfolio concentration. For one thing, Knott has his interests firmly aligned with
shareholders given a family holding of about 13 per cent of RIII.

There are also noteworthy liquidity risks attached to some of the trust’s large
holdings, especially since many are duplicated in a smaller opened-ended vehicle that
until recently was also run by Knott. So reducing concentration should lower risk and
support the rating of the trust’s shares.

What’s more, previous changes overseen by the board have benefited shareholders, in
particular the decision to change the trust from a split cap structure at the end of
2016. Due to technicalities around corporate structure, this move was necessary to
enable the trust to buy back shares. Having purchased 16.4 per cent of the shares
during the following three years, the discount narrowed from over 20 per cent to low
single digits, where it has stuck. This means the discount does not look like a major
opportunity with this trust pick.

While buybacks are now on hold for the foreseeable future, there is incentive to renew
them if the discount blows out again as a tender offer is triggered should the discount
remain above 10 per cent for too long.

Given Knott is over 60, succession is a consideration. Some comfort can be taken
from the fact that he has a sizable stake in the trust. What’s more, the fact that his
unit trust has been taken over by another manager suggests thought may be going
into the issue behind the scenes.

Go to the next page to read about the next trust...
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Nippon Active Value Fund (NAVF)
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY

Nippon Active

Value NAVF £115m 112p -

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-0.8 -6.7% -4.8% 0.5% -12.0%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

1.4% 5.2% 16.8% 12.6% - -

Sector Breakdown

Name % Port

Industrial 50

Cash 14

Consulting 13

Engineering 12

Finance 5

Mining 4

Pharma 3

source: Winterflood Securities/Trust 31 Jan

Nippon Active Value (NAVF) is a relative newbie in the investment trust world,

although it is managed by an old hand - James Rosenwald III who has about four

decades experience as an investor in Asia.

The company raised £103m when it listed in February 2020, which was

disappointing compared with its £200m target. In a nice touch, the fund’s

manager, Rising Sun Management, bore the expenses of the listing.

As suggested by the trust’s name, the money raised at float is being funneled

into activist investment campaigns. Japan, which weathered the Covid-crisis

well, is seen as offering rich pickings for activists. Many companies are

stunningly “overcapitalised”; meaning they are sitting on large piles of cash and
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share holdings in other companies while trading at huge discounts to tangible

book value.

The potential for activists to create value from such situations by shaking things

up has been strengthened by the Japanese government’s efforts to improve

corporate governance. A new governance code was introduced in 2015 and was

further strengthened in 2018. What’s more, aging top management at many

would-be target companies also provides incentives for corporate activity.

The lower-than-hoped fundraising by NAVF at float can be seen as something of

an impediment to its activist aims given the trust’s voice is likely to be better

heard at target companies the larger the stake it builds. Indeed, the manager

focuses on taking holdings beyond the 5 per cent level at which point companies

are required to publicly disclose the trust’s presence on their shareholder

registers. At the end of December, of the 20 companies the trust had holdings

in, stakes in four had gone beyond the 5 per cent level.

However, the diminutive size of the trust is to some extent offset by the

manager’s resourcefulness. For example, funds were raised in a special purpose

vehicle to invest alongside the trust in order to take a holding in Y54bn (£360m)

company Intage Holdings beyond the 5 per cent level.

And while a high level of activist investor presence in Japan does mean

competition, it also provides allies. For example, NAVF has been joined by two

other activists in  the first company in which it took its holding to over 5 per

cent,  a waste-and-water company called Ebara Jitsugyo.

The actions of Ebara since NAVF’s stake was disclosed also illustrate the

potential upside from the activist approach. Soon after the trust’s holding was

disclosed the company boosted its dividend from Y60 to Y100, causing the

share price to jump by a fifth. The company has also made its first buy back of

shares in over a decade.

A bolder example of activism has been NAVF’s involvement with specialist

fabrics firm Sakai Ovex. Having pushed for management to make a buy-out

offer, the company countered with a tender offer, buying out NAVF’s 6 per cent

stake at a 33 per cent premium to the trust’s average purchase price.

The trust’s management seems to have a red-blooded taste for activism. In the

most recent letter to shareholders, chairman Paul ffolkes Davis wrote of
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savouring a time when the fund manager can look executives at target

companies “in the actual, rather than virtual, eye.” What’s more, there is also an

inventiveness in how it achieves its objectives. As well as the use of special

purpose vehicles, it is sounding out private equity firms on their appetite for

campaigns. It is also in talks with banks to put a borrowing facility in place which

would allow gearing of up to 20 per cent, and the trust has said this could help it

consider hostile takeovers as a strategy.

Activism in the Japanese small cap space certainly represents an exciting

investment story at the moment and the approach of NAVF also looks

interesting. The discount to net asset value (NAV) does not look like a massive

opportunity, but there is potential for it to narrow which could provide a bit of

additional upside.

Go to the next page to read about the next trust...
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Henderson International Income (HINT)
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY

Henderson

International

Income HINT £305m 156p 3.9%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1 -7.2% -4.5% 5.8% -8.9%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

3.7% 4.7% 8.5% 28.3% 11.2% 57.2%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Microsoft 4.6

Nestl 3.1

Taiwan

Semiconductor

Manufacturing 3.1

Samsung

Electronics 2.9

OZ Minerals 2.7

ABB 2.5

Cisco Systems 2.4

Novartis 2.3

Allianz 2.3

Verizon Comms 2.2

Total 28

source: Winterflood Securities/Trust 28 Feb

Activist alert! One name that will keep on  cropping up in this month’s report is

1607 Capital. This is a value-focused investor based in Richmond USA which

has also frequently been associated with activist campaigns. Last month 1607
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appeared with a stake of over 5 per cent in Henderson International Income

(HINT).

The trust has been trading at an uncharacteristically wide discount to NAV since

mid-2020. Indeed, while the average discount over the last year has been 4.5

per cent, more typically over the last five years the trust has traded on par with

its NAV. Indeed, historically the main action the trust has taken to control

valuation is to issue shares to reduce the premium rating.

The discount started to emerge as global markets recovered from the

Covid-crash. The trust has clearly been a laggard compared with many other

international funds. That’s hardly a surprise given its value-focus means it was

fishing in the wrong waters for most of last year. However, times are changing.

Since November, when major vaccine breakthroughs were announced, value

has been back in favour. And as I touched on in my introduction, value has been

storming ahead since mid-February.

This recent purple patch has little impact on the discount so far. But that could

change given the long-term discount record and 1607’s emergence, which

could prompt the trust’s board to look at actions to improve the rating. Indeed,

the trust has the ability to buy back up to 15 per cent of the shares.

The trust’s key attraction is as a diversifier for UK investors. It has an informal

target of matching the dividend yield from the UK market but through

investments in non-UK stocks. The dividend cuts in the UK during the pandemic

have illustrated the virtues of this approach. Indeed, while HINT’s portfolio has

not been immune to dividend cuts, nine of its top ten holdings increased their

payouts last year. The trust’s own dividend remained about 90 per cent covered

by the dividend income it received.

HINT’s experienced manager, Ben Lofthouse, focuses on buying shares offering

a 2 per cent plus dividend yield that also have an attractive free cash flow (FCF)

yield and good FCF growth prospects. He tries to focus on structural growth

opportunities (growth stemming from industry trends) rather than the cyclical

growth (growth driven by broad economic conditions) which often

characterises value plays.

The portfolio is quite diversified with about 70 holdings. It also looks very

different to the MSCI World ex UK index. For example, whereas the US
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accounts for about two thirds of the world index, it accounts for less than 30 per

cent of HINT’s portfolio. Indeed, the trust has been reducing exposure to the US

recently whilst increasing exposure to Asia. And while exposure to the

technology sector has recently been increasing, the trust is still very

underweight in this area at 18 per cent. Gearing is a feature too, with

borrowings currently standing at a hearty 14 per cent of NAV - there is a 25 per

cent limit.

The combination of a decent and reasonably-well-backed yield along with an

activist who could encourage action on discount tightening looks interesting.

And should recent market trends persist, the value focus could prove a big plus.

Go to the next page to read about the next trust...
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Invesco Perpetual UK Smaller Companies (IPU)
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY

Invesco

Perpetual UK

SmCos IPU £179m 529p 3.5%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-0.4 -14.5% -13.1% -2.6% -21.8%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

0.2% 6.3% 43.0% 58.0% 22.2% 77.7%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

RWS 3.2

CVS 3.1

JTC 3

Future 3

Johnson

Service 2.5

Arrow Global 2.3

Aptitude

Software 2.2

Clinigen 2.2

4imprint 2.2

NCC 2.2

Total 26

source: Winterflood Securities/Trust 28 Feb

Invesco Perpetual UK Smaller Companies was one of the picks from last

month's screen. The investment case remains pretty much as it was. The

discount looks wide compared with its long-term history and with the peer

group. This may overlook strong NAV performance since more cyclical parts of

the market started to rally in November on the back of vaccine news. This is

what I wrote last month:
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“Invesco Perpetual UK Smaller Companies (IPU) was one of the trusts highlighted in
November’s Alpha report. It has delivered a very creditable 15 per cent total return
since then. What stood out about the trust back in November is what stands out
about it now: the discount.

True, based on the Z-score used by the screen the discount does not seem to be
screaming value, however, taking a longer term perspective it does look interesting.
That’s because having historically traded at very close to NAV, last April the trust’s
discount blew out when it was announced the dividend would be reduced due to a
drop in income from the investment portfolio.

It seems reasonable enough to me for a trust not to want to seriously eat into capital
to support a payout (the only option to maintain a trust’s dividend when the income
dries up is to sell its holdings). Afterall, one of the cardinal rules of successful investors
is to let investments compound.

The discount has already started to narrow. However, there could be further to go if
investors begin to focus on the substantive attractions of the trust again. What’s
more, sentiment should benefit if recovering companies start reinstating their
dividend payouts thereby boosting the income available for the trust to redistribute.

The trust itself has a good reputation and a decent performance record. It operates a
diverse portfolio that balances different investment objectives - growth and value - to
deliver both outperformance of its benchmark and relatively low volatility in what is
often a volatile part of the market.

Historically, low volatility has meant that while the trust has tended to do better when
the markets fall, it has done less well than peers during recoveries. This broadly played
out last year, although IPU boasts some pretty impressive numbers over the past few
months.”

Go to the next page to read about the next trust...
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JPMorgan American (JAM)
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY

JPM American JAM £1,167m 593p 1.1%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1 -6.2% -5.1% -0.9% -8.1%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

0.2% 4.4% 18.6% 60.4% 66.6% 118.7%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Microsoft 5.2

Apple 4.6

Amazon 4.2

Capital One 4

Loews 3.9

Alphabet 3.7

Bank of

America 3.7

Berkshire 3.5

AbbVie 3.1

Charles Schwab 3

Total 39

source: Winterflood Securities/Trust 28 Feb

JPMorgan American is a mainstream large cap fund but with a bit of a twist. In

June 2019 the management of the trust was overhauled to make it a

concentrated best ideas fund. The aim is to have a portfolio focused on about 40

stocks.

A number of trusts from the JPMorgan stable use this approach which draws on

the group’s extensive pool of researchers. The best ideas approach is seen as

sharpening the focus of fund managers. The belief is that by minimising the
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number of holdings in portfolios, it also enforces a sell discipline by requiring

managers to make room for new holdings they want to add.

JPMorgan American does not offer its backers just one portfolio. The trust has

two managers with distinct style biases and distinct investments. Jonathan

Simon focuses on value investments, while Tim Parton’s focus is growth. Both

managers are very experienced having spent their entire careers in the

investment industry at JPMorgan. Between them they have 76 years under

their belts.

The key focus of both men is to find companies that have a strong competitive

position in their industries, or what the trust refers to as a “durable franchise”.

The difference is that whereas Simons is keen to see the competitive advantage

reflected in solid cash generation with an attractive valuation, Parton is

interested in the advantage being reflected in strong growth.

The trust aims to be pretty evenly split between the two styles with an upper

limit of 60 per cent of the portfolio sitting in any one bucket. The trust also uses

up to 10 per cent gearing (borrowing money to buy shares and exaggerate

returns). At the last count gearing stood at 4.5 per cent.

The strategy has been serving the trust well with NAV outgunning the S&P 500

over 1 year (57 per cent vs 38 per cent), 6 months (17 per cent vs 10 per cent),

and 3 months (5 per cent vs 4 per cent). Recent volatility in US markets has not

been good for the discount. However, the trust is active in buying back shares in

order to keep the discount at or below 5 per cent, which offers support around

the current level.

The key attraction of the trust seems to be the fact it offers investors an each

way bet should either the recent outperformance of “value” continue or should

the performance of the “growth” and “value” styles flip back to where they were

last year. What’s more, the blended best ideas approach seems to be capable of

doing better than the index.

Our activist friend 1607 Capital is a holder, although, its stake is small and has

been falling recently.
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North American Income (NAIT)
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY

North

American

Income NAIT £355m 250p 3.9%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1.2 -12.6% -8.1% 4.0% -14.5%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

5.3% 3.3% 13.4% 24.3% 16.2% 67.1%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

AbbVie 5.5

Citigroup 4.5

Philip Morris 4.3

Bristol-Myers

Squibb 4.2

CMS Energy 4.1

Verizon

Communicatio

ns 3.7

JPMorgan

Chase & Co 3.7

Medtronic 3.6

Cisco Systems 3.4

TC Energy 3.2

Total 40

source: Winterflood Securities/Trust 28 Feb

A wide discount, a high yield and strong recent performance. That’s the kind of

combo that the Alpha Investment Trust screen loves and that is what North

American Income Trust (NAIT) currently offers.
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That said, the strong performance from NAIT has been very recent indeed. The

trust had a lousy pandemic, underperforming both its peers and the value S&P

500 Value index. The total return for the trust over the last 12 months of 24 per

cent compares with 50 per cent for the index. This helps explain why a sizable

discount has emerged after the shares spent most of 2019 trading roughly in

line with NAV.

But if “value’s” recent run continues, NAIT’s should too. What’s more, an

upcoming continuation vote in June may add to pressure on the trust to

consider ways to bring the discount in.

The trust has a portfolio of about 40 shares and can also invest in fixed income

assets, although such investments represent less than 1 per cent of the

portfolio at present. While there is the option to invest in Canadian and small

cap stocks, the portfolio is predominantly made up of US large caps.

There are some clear value bents to the portfolio with a very low weighting

towards technology stocks. Financials and healthcare companies meanwhile

each account for about one fifth of the trust’s holdings.

The manager’s aim is to buy reliable dividend payers rather than to tap into very

high yields. From an income perspect, this paid off during the recent crisis with

many companies holding their payments and the trust’s own dividend for last

year about 90 per cent covered. Expectations are for strong dividend growth as

the post-pandemic recovery kicks in.

The trust is not only reliant on dividends for income. It also typically generates

about 20 per cent of its income by writing put and call options. It does this when

there is an opportunity to write options instead of directly making the share

sales and purchases that it has already decided on.

Go to the next page to read about the next trust...
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North Atlantic Smaller Companies (NAS)
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY

North Atlantic

SmCos NAS £546m 3,900p 0.8%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-0.4 -29.1% -28.1% -20.5% -35.5%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

-0.9% 4.7% 41.1% 60.1% 49.5% 70.3%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Oryx Int. Grth.

Fund 13.3

EKF Diagnostics 8.5

US Treasury

Bills 7.8

Renalytix AI 6.1

Polar Capital 5.9

Augean 5.9

MJ Gleeson 5.8

Harwood

Private Equity

Fund IV 5.3

Sherwood

Holdings

(Unquoted) 3.5

Ten

Entertainment 2.5

Total 65

source: Winterflood Securities/Trust 31 Jul

North Atlantic Smaller Companies was another one of the UK small cap trusts

that featured last month. Again, there’s little new to report that I’ve been able to
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find. This is what I wrote last month, although I’ve updated the discount

mentioned as it has widened from 25 per cent to 29 per cent despite 2 per cent

NAV growth over the last month:

“North Atlantic Smaller Companies (NAS) boasts the combination of a wide
discount and strong recent performance. What’s not to like one may ask? Well,
unsurprisingly there are reasons to be wary, but some encouragement can be taken
from recent discount tightening at another trust that is run by the same manager,
Chris Mills.

The first thing to understand about NAS is that although it is classified as a global
smaller companies investment trust, it is in fact predominantly invested in British
smaller companies, including unquoted ones.  Given the travails of the UK stock
market over recent years, its classification in the global sector has not made for very
flattering comparisons. This could be a factor in its discount having gradually drifted
wider over the last 5 years from about 15 per cent to the current level of 29 per cent*.

Management shows little interest in promoting the trust, although unlike with Rights
& Issues (see above), this does not translate into low fees. But even with little
marketing pizzaz to create discount-tightening demand, some encouragement can be
taken from the recent experience of Oryx Growth Fund. Oryx is another investment
trust managed by Mills (this time correctly classified as a UK small cap fund), which is
the top holding of NAS, accounting for 13 per cent of assets.

Oryx has had a storming run over the last year, not least due to significant
investments in the life science sector. It is the top performing UK Small Cap Trust in
NAV terms over five years, three years and one year. Despite the trust’s seeming utter
disinterest in self promotion and the relatively high fees charged by the manager (1.6
percent ongoing),  the discount has narrowed significantly to mid-single digits after
having spent most of the previous five years trading at a discount between the
mid-teens and mid-20s.

...One of the keys to the recent success of NAS is the significant holding in Oryx. The
two trusts also share many of the same investments.

The interconnected nature of NAS with other Mills vehicles presents something of a
quandry. As well as Oryx, NAS invests in private equity vehicles run by Mills’
Gibraltar-based investment firm Harwood Capital - also the named management
company of NAS and Oryx. This structure means fees-on-fees for NAS shareholders.
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These shareholders include Mills who has a chunky 27 percent stake. Indeed this
holding, which is deemed to be in concert with some others, was a recent bone of
contention. A significant proportion of shareholders voted against waiving a takeover
panel rule that requires a shareholder or concert party to bid for a company if its
holding goes above 30 percent. The waiver was needed to allow ongoing buybacks
without pushing Mills’ concert party over the threshold.

Another issue with the interconnection of NAS and Mills’ other interests is that he is
an activist. This means he often ends up on boards of the companies that his funds
amass large positions in.

The overarching presence of Mills may be off putting to some and certainly raises
governance issues, as reflected by recent contention over the takeover-rule waiver.
The fact that he is pushing 70 also means questions about succession loom large. And
the layering of fees from various Mills vehicles is also a drawback.

But could the discount narrow if strong performance continues to rack up? Absolutely.

What’s more, having been disadvantaged by the classification as a global fund for
many years, if the UK recovery bull case does play out, the trust could stand to
actually benefit from the mis-classification. Indeed, while NAS profited from exposure
to lockdown winners, it also holds a number of UK cyclical plays.”

Go to the next page to read about the next trust...
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Vietnam Enterprise (VEIL)
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY

Vietnam

Enterprise VEIL £1,308m 603p -

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

0.2 -9.9% -10.4% -0.2% -17.1%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

1.5% 8.5% 34.2% 87.3% 23.6% -

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Hoa Phat 12

ACB 10

Mobile World 9.4

Vietcombank 7.9

Vinhomes 6.8

VPBank 5.2

FPT 4.6

Vingroup 4.2

Khang Dein 4

Techcombank 3

Total 67

source: Winterflood Securities/Trust 15 Mar

Many consider Vietnam to be one of the most exciting emerging market

opportunities out there. Vietnam Enterprise can be regarded as a mainstream

play on this niche theme. It predominantly invests in blue chip equities and is

also the largest of the three London-listed trusts investing in the region.

The excitement about Vietnam chiefly rests on the fact that strong growth in

recent years has been driven by  exports and foreign investment, two factors

that are often seen as key in catapulting countries up the income scale. The new,
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more trade friendly US administration may be helpful in this regard. Vietnam

was one of the few countries to grow GDP during the pandemic. Past

experience with SARs was  a factor in the success of the country’s response to

Covid-19.

Vietnam also benefits from strong demographics and good state finances

coupled with government commitment to infrastructure spending. State

privatisation also offers opportunities for investors. So too does the growth of

the country’s middle class and urbanisation.

The combination of all these factors are the foundations of investors’ hopes for

strong returns for many years to come.

Vietnam Enterprise has not been as successful as its shareholders would have

probably hoped in tapping into these opportunities over recent years with

performance lagging its benchmark, the VN Index. However, there is reason to

hope for better.

Last year, the fund’s manager took the portfolio from over 40 holdings to under

30. Following this action, performance has picked up noticeably with the trust

outperforming the benchmark since the 2020 half-year point. The portfolio’s

big themes are focused on areas that should benefit from the region's rapid

economic development such as banking and real estate. Meanwhile, valuations

are not challenging with research firm Edison estimating in January that the

average multiple to earnings of the trust’s holdings was about 12 times.

While the discount does not offer great attractions compared with its historic

range, it is nevertheless wide enough to be of interest. It could narrow if the

Vietnamese growth story gets wider attention. There is some activist interest in

the shares with City of London holding a 5 per cent stake, but the investor has

recently been a seller of shares.

Go to the next page to read about the next trust...
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Middlefield Canadian Income (MCT)
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY

Middlefield

Canadian Inc

Trusts MCT £106m 100p 5.1%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

0.2 -13.5% -13.9% -6.2% -22.4%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

6.7% 8.1% 18.6% 60.7% 29.3% 74.4%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Bank of Nova

Scotia 5.1

CIBC 4.8

TD Bank 4.7

Bank of

Montreal 4.6

RioCan Reit 4

Brookfield

Renewables 3.9

SmartCentres

Reit 3.7

Sun Life

Financial 3.7

Enbridge 3.5

Broadcom 3.4

Total 41

source: Winterflood Securities/Trust 28 Feb

In continuing the North American theme this month we move North, crossing

the border to Canada.  While Middlefield Canadian (MCT) does have about a

tenth of its portfolio invested in US stocks, it is principally a Canadian affair. The
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shares also offer a very high yield at just over 5 per cent. Dividend payments

from companies in the portfolio held up pretty well during the pandemic. The

trust’s own payout is about 90 per cent covered with the fund manager

expecting it to become fully covered again by 2022.

The hunt for high yielding stocks takes the trust into some classic value areas.

The portfolio, which generally aims to hold 40 to 70 shares, has significant

exposure to financials and real estate. The sectors each account for about 30

per cent of the portfolio.  The trust sees Canadian banks as reliable dividend

payers and earnings have recently beaten expectations. What’s more, rising

interest rates are a big plus for this sector and performance from these holdings

has been very strong recently.

The real estate sector has also been storming ahead recently with Canadian

Reits gaining 4.9 per cent in February. Alongside in-vogue e-commerce plays the

trust has built up positions last year in more out-of-favour cyclical areas such as

retail property. The focus here has been on higher quality opportunities where

rent collection has remained strong.

The other big theme in the portfolio is renewables where the trust sees lots of

long-term potential. This sector is about another 15 per cent of the portfolio.

The trust makes significant use of gearing with borrowings relative to NAV

standing at 18.5 per cent at the end of February. This can be a major plus when

investments move in the desired direction as they have done for Middlefield

recently, although the reverse is true when markets fall.

But following relatively disappointing returns compared with its North

American investment trust peers for some years, the wind appears to be in the

trust’s sails. Indeed, while the shares 13.5 per cent discount to NAV does not

look exceptional compared with the last five years, recent performance does.

That activist name that is becoming a familiar feature of this report, 1607

Capital, also has a stake in Middlefield which recently fell to just below the 12

per cent level.
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Gabelli Value Plus (GVP)
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY

Gabelli Value

Plus+ GVP £155m 158p 0.1%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

0.5 -5.7% -8.0% -1.8% -22.9%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

2.6% 12.5% 41.7% 87.7% 36.0% 80.5%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Reach 4.2

Morgan

Advanced

Materials 2.6

Wincanton 2.5

Brewin Dolphin

Holdings 2.4

TI Fluid

Systems 2.4

Provident

Financial 2.4

Mitchells &

Butlers 2.3

Robert Walters 2.3

Vesuvius 2.3

FirstGroup 2.3

Total 26

source: Winterflood Securities/Trust, 31 Jan 2020

We join Gabelli Value Plus in the midst of an ongoing drama. In fact, in some

regards it is perhaps better described as a situation comedy given the sudden

change in fortunes experienced by the trust’s investment portfolio.
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Following several years of chronic underperformance, two thirds of GVP

shareholders voted against the continuation of the trust last July. Shareholders

include 1607 Capital, the activist investor that keeps cropping up in this report,

which has a 10.4 per cent holding in the trust.

However, to liquidate a trust, 75 per cent of shareholders need to give the okay

and someone was not playing ball. A firm called  Associated Capital Group

(ACG), which is associated with the fund’s manager and holds 27 per cent of the

shares, said it would block the wind up.

But the game wasn’t up. Not to be outmanoeuvred, the trust’s board then

proposed a tender offer to return all of the trust distributable “reserves'' (an

accounting item that represents money the company can legally hand out to

shareholders) through a tender offer. This would only need half of shareholders

to vote in favour and would see the return of £97m. Handing back that much

money would have left the trust uneconomic to run. The board also offered the

alternative of a liquidation vote.

ACG has decided to put up its hands and to abstain, clearing the way for the

other shareholders to decide the fate of GVP in a liquidation vote  now

scheduled for July. In turn the board has dropped the tender proposal.

But there’s yet another twist - and this is where it all gets a bit Frank

Spencer-ish. The trust, having performed so terribly for so long, is all of a

sudden shooting the lights out!

As small cap value stocks have rallied on the back of positive vaccine news and

lashings of stimulus, the trust’s NAV has taken off. It’s notched up a 35 per cent

NAV gain over the last six months compared with just 10 per cent from the S&P

500 and it is also 15 per cent ahead over the last three months.

Indeed, the focus of the fund appears to be particularly well suited to the recent

rotation in the market from growth to value. The fund employs the investment

strategy of the eponymous founder of its management company, Mario Gabelli.

While Gabelli is not a well known name in the UK he is in the US. His value

approach attempts to buy shares at a significant discount to what an informed

industry buyer would pay if the whole company was being acquired. There also

has to be a catalyst for a re-rating that can be identified.
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The question now for the trust’s shareholders is whether to go ahead and vote

for a liquidation in July if NAV continues to march upward? Ironically there is a

strong chance this has become a point of principle so shareholders may be

tempted to wind up the trust even if it's a case of cutting off their noses to spite

their faces.

Go to the next page for the data tables...
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BREAKDOWN OF ALPHA REPORT PERFORMANCES TO DATE

20-Jul-20 11-Sep-20

Name TIDM Total Return Name TIDM Total Return

Average - 34.70% Average - 27.90%

MSCI World - 11.60% MSCI World - 9.80%

FTSE All Share - 13.00% FTSE All Share - 15.30%

TRUST PICKS TRUST PICKS

Baillie Giff US
Grth USA 48.20%

JPMorgan
Indian JII 28.00%

TR European
Grth TRG 54.70% Pacific Assets PAC 22.10%

JPMorgan US
Sm Co JUSC 49.80%

Fidelity Asian
Values FAS 35.90%

Henderson
Eurotrust HNE 11.50%

JPMorgan Emg
Mkt JMG 26.00%

Henderson
Eur.Focus Tst. HEFT 15.60%

Asia Dragon
Trust DGN 25.80%

Fidelity China
Spstn. FCSS 39.00%

Schdr.An.Tor.In
v. ATR 23.00%

Jupiter US Sm
Co JUS 41.70%

Scottish
Mortgage SMT 20.00%

AVI Global AGT 33.80%
Herald
Investment HRI 34.70%

European
Assets Trust EAT 26.00%

European
Assets Trust EAT 21.50%

JPMorgan Eur.
Sm Co JESC 26.40%

Blackrock
World Mng. BRWM 41.40%

19-Oct-20 16-Nov-20

Name TIDM Total Return Name TIDM Total Return

Average - 21.90% Average - 13.30%

MSCI World - 9.20% MSCI World - 4.40%

FTSE All Share - 17.00% FTSE All Share - 6.80%

TRUST PICKS TRUST PICKS

Standard Life
Uk Sm.Cos. SLS 6.80%

Aurora
Investment ARR 7.50%

Pacific Assets PAC 12.70%
Artemis Alpha
Trust ATS 13.80%
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Fidelity Asian
Values FAS 30.60%

Invesco
Perp.Uk
Smcos. IPU 13.10%

Independent
Inv Trst IIT 21.60%

Invesco Asia
Trust IAT 20.00%

Aurora
Investment ARR 31.30%

Strategic Equity
Cap. SEC 26.30%

AVI Global AGT 27.10%
Std.Lf.Inv.Pr.Inc
.Tst. SLI -2.20%

JPMorgan US
Sm Co JUSC 35.50%

Brunner
Investment
Trust BUT 6.30%

BMO
Commercial
Prop BCPT 18.30%

CC Japan
Inc&Grth CCJI 10.60%

JPMorgan
Indian JII 21.70%

Fidelity Asian
Values FAS 22.10%

CC Japan
Inc&Grth CCJI 13.60%

Blackrock
Frontiers BRFI 15.50%

25-Jan-21 22-Feb-21

Name TIDM Total Return Name TIDM Total Return

Average - 8.60% Average - 3.50%

MSCI World - -4.10% MSCI World - -6.10%

FTSE All Share - 2.70% FTSE All Share - 2.30%

TRUST PICKS TRUST PICKS

Aberforth
Smcos. ASL 26.00%

Rights & Issues
It. RIII 0.70%

Temple Bar TMPL 22.60%
Schroder
Orntl.Inc.Fd. SOI -0.70%

Murray Intl. MYI 7.40%
Avi Global
Trust AGT 6.20%

Merchants
Trust MRCH 13.50%

Polar Capital
Tech.Tst. PCT -5.20%

Templeton
Emrg.Mkts.It. TEM -1.40%

Jpmorgan
Claverhouse JCH 4.60%

Blackrock
Smcos.Tst. BRSC 7.70%

Rit Capital
Partners RCP 11.50%

Henderson
Smaller Cos. HSL 10.30%

North Atlantic
Smcos. NAS 0.40%

Std.Lf.Inv.Pr.Inc
.Tst. SLI 6.20%

Tr European
Growth TRG 2.30%
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AVI Global AGT 8.20%

Invesco
Perp.Uk
Smcos. IPU -0.60%

Scottish
Mortgage SMT -14.10%

Aberforth
Smcos. ASL 15.90%
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